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Abstract

We have observed about 16 absorption lines of theν2 SO2 vibrational band on Io, in disk-integrated 19-µm spectra taken with the TE
high spectral resolution mid-infrared spectrograph at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility in November 2001, December 2002, an
2004. These are the first ground-based infrared observations of Io’s sunlit atmosphere, and provide a new window on the atmo
allows better longitudinal and temporal monitoring than previous techniques. Dramatic variations in band strength with longitude
that are stable over at least a 2 year period. The depth of the strongest feature, a blend of lines centered at 530.42 cm−1, varies from about
7% near longitude 180◦ to about 1% near longitude 315◦ W, as measured at a spectral resolution of 57,000. Interpretation of the s
requires modeling of surface temperatures and atmospheric density across Io’s disk, and the variation in non-LTEν2 vibrational temperature
with altitude, and depends on the assumed atmospheric and surface temperature structure. About half of Io’s 19-µm radiation c
the Sun-heated surface, and half from volcanic hot spots with temperatures primarily between 150 and 200 K, which occupy about
surface. The observations are thus weighted towards the atmosphere over these low-temperature hot spots. If we assume that the
over the hot spots is representative of the atmosphere elsewhere, and that the atmospheric density is a function of latitude, the mo
interpretation of the data is that the equatorial atmospheric column density varies from about 1.5×1017 cm−2 near longitude 180◦ W to about
1.5 × 1016 cm−2 near longitude 300◦ W, roughly consistent with HST UV spectroscopy and Lyman-α imaging. The inferred atmospher
kinetic temperature is less than about 150 K, at least on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere where the bands are strongest, somewhat
inferred from HST UV spectroscopy and millimeter-wavelength spectroscopy. This longitudinal variability in atmospheric density co
with the longitudinal variability in the abundance of optically thick, near-UV bright SO2 frost. However it is not clear whether the correlati
results from volcanic control (regions of large frost abundance result from greater condensation of atmospheric gases supporte
vigorous volcanic activity in these regions) or sublimation control (regions of large frost abundance produce a more extensive at
due to more extensive sublimation). Comparison of data taken in 2001, 2002, and 2004 shows that with the possible exception of
near 180◦ W between 2001 and 2002, Io’s atmospheric density does not appear to decrease as Io recedes from the Sun, as would be
the atmosphere were supported by the sublimation of surface frost, suggesting that the atmosphere is dominantly supported by dir
supply rather than by frost sublimation. However, other evidence such as the smooth variation in atmospheric abundance with la
atmospheric changes during eclipse, suggest that sublimation support is more important than volcanic support, leaving the que
dominant atmospheric support mechanism still unresolved.
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1. Introduction

Io’s atmosphere is one of the most unusual and interes
in the Solar System, due to its unique composition (do
inantly SO2) and unique structure. There are large late
variations in density which are thought to result from ra
condensation of the dominant SO2 gas away from volcanic
or sublimation sources. The atmosphere thus offers un
insights into basic atmospheric physics. It is also the med
through which Io supplies the mass of the complex plas
that fills the jovian magnetosphere, and thus must be
derstood if we are to understand the jovian magnetosph
plasma. Recent reviews on Io’s atmosphere and its inte
tion with the plasma torus can be found inMcGrath et al.
(2004)andSaur et al. (2004).

The atmosphere appears to cover most of the surfa
low latitudes but is much thinner at high latitudes, as
vealed most directly by imaging in reflected Lyman-α by
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). A subsolar SO2 col-
umn density of a few×1016 cm−2 has been inferred from
the Lyman-α images(Feldman et al., 2000; Feaga et a
2004). HST disk-integrated observations of 0.20–0.23
SO2 gas absorption bands give subsolar densities of a
×1016 cm−2 (Ballester et al., 1994; Jessup et al., 2002to
∼1017 cm−2 (Trafton et al., 1996)if the atmosphere is as
sumed to be concentrated over a few tens of percent o
surface at low latitudes, as suggested by the Lyman-α im-
ages. Disk-resolved 0.20–0.23 µm spectroscopy away
plume sources gives low-latitude SO2 densities of 1.5 ×
1016 cm−2 at longitude 318◦ W (McGrath et al., 2000)and
1.3 × 1017 cm−2 at 160◦ W (Jessup et al., 2004). High col-
umn densities up to 1019 cm−2 have been inferred from
Galileo UVS data(Hendrix et al., 1999), but are dependen
on assumptions about the surface albedo, as UVS did no
solve individual SO2 gaseous absorption bands.

SO2 column density appears to be modestly enhan
over at least some volcanos. Voyager IRIS observation
theν3 vibrational band at 7.4 µm implied 9×1016 cm−2−2×
1018 cm−2 of SO2 at Loki (Pearl et al., 1979; reinterpreted
by Lellouch et al., 1992), and UV absorption over Pel
implied an SO2 abundance of 3× 1016 cm−2 (McGrath
et al., 2000)and 7× 1016 cm−2 (Spencer et al., 2000a,
while abundance over Prometheus reached 1.8× 1017 cm−2

(Jessup et al., 2004). Disk-integrated mm-wave observ
tions of SO2 emission lines require local concentratio
of a few ×1017 cm−2 of SO2 at temperatures>600 K
to match observed line widths, if the atmosphere is st
(Lellouch et al., 1992): such high temperatures are dif

cult to explain(Strobel et al., 1994). Lower temperatures,
and local abundances of about 1× 1017 cm−2, more con-
sistent with the UV results, are possible if mm line widths
t

-

are due to rapid motions associated with plumes or su
sonic winds(Ballester et al., 1994; Lellouch, 1996). In ad-
dition to SO2, lesser amounts of SO(Lellouch et al., 1996
McGrath et al., 2000), NaCl (Lellouch et al., 2003)and S2
(Spencer et al., 2000a)have also been detected, as ha
neutral atomic emissions from S, O, and Na(Ballester
et al., 1987; Geissler et al., 1999a, 2001a, 2004; Wo
et al., 2001; Feaga et al., 2004; Roesler et al., 19
Bouchez et al., 2000), and molecular emissions from S
(dePater et al., 2002)and, probably, SO2 and/or S2 (Geissler
et al., 1999a, 2001a, 2004; Jessup et al., 2004). The emis-
sion data are more difficult to interpret in terms of bu
atmospheric properties than the absorption data, as emi
strength depends on excitation and dissociation mechan
as well as atomic or molecular abundances.

SO2 gas appears to be released by the volcanos e
from primary vents(Spencer et al., 2000a)or from inter-
action of lava with surface frosts(Milazzo et al., 2001),
condensing on the surface to form the extensive deposi
SO2 frost seen on Io(Douté et al., 2001). The atmosphere
is supported by a combination of direct volcanic sup
and frost sublimation(Fanale et al., 1982; Ingersoll, 198
Moreno et al., 1991; Wong and Smyth, 2000; Zhang et
2003). The relative roles of the volcanos and the surface f
in directly supporting the atmosphere depend on the f
temperature and the volcanic supply rate, and have no
been determined. The arguments for the dominance of o
the other mechanism are considered later, in the discus
section. The question is important because a sublima
supported atmosphere is likely to collapse at night and
ing Jupiter eclipse due to frost cooling, dramatically cha
ing the interaction of Io with the magnetosphere(Wong and
Smyth, 2000), and will have a different local distribution, be
ing concentrated more around SO2 frost deposits than activ
volcanic plumes.

Studies have been hampered by the difficulty in obs
ing Io’s atmosphere. While the first SO2 detection(Pearl
et al., 1979)was at 7.4 µm, all subsequent observations
the sunlit molecular atmosphere (till now) have been in
Lyman-α and 0.2–0.3-µm regions of the ultraviolet, whe
the HST is required, or at mm wavelengths, requiring la
telescopes such as IRAM and CSO that have little time av
able for planetary studies. 1.7-µm molecular SO emis
is visible from the ground during Jupiter eclipse, perh
due to direct volcanic emission of excited SO(dePater e
al., 2002), but is difficult to relate to the bulk atmospher
Full characterization of the atmosphere’s temporal and
tial variability has thus been difficult.
Here we describe and interpret the first ground-based de-
tection of Io’s sunlit SO2 atmosphere in the infrared. These
observations open a new window for the study of Io’s unique
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atmosphere, and provide surprising new information on
temporal and spatial variability.

2. Observations and data reduction

We used the high-resolution mid-infrared Echelle sp
trograph TEXES (the Texas Echelon-cross-Echelle Spe
graph,Lacy et al., 2001) at the 3.0-m NASA Infrared Tele
scope Facility (IRTF) on Mauna Kea in November 200
December 2002, and January 2004 (Table 1). The observa-
tions described here concentrated on the wavenumber r
529–531 cm−1 (18.90–18.83 µm) that includes several
the strongest lines in theν2 vibration/rotation band of SO2,
in a portion of the 20-µm atmospheric window that is r
atively free of telluric absorption bands. TEXES can o
serve only 3 or 4 cross-dispersed orders simultaneous
these wavenumbers, with small gaps in wavelength co
age between them. The exact grating setting, and wavele
range, varied between runs. We also experimented with
servations at shorter wavelengths, including a portion of
SO2 ν3 band at 7.4 µm that was seen by Voyager, where
much fainter and telluric obscuration is much greater (m

ing observations possible only during periods of low telluric

040108 140 −35.4 1.06
040108 150 −32.7 1.04
tmosphere 285

e

t

In all cases, TEXES was used in its high resolution m
with a 2′′ wide slit. Io was nodded, typically 5 or 6′′, along
the slit, and the spectra at the two nod positions were
ferenced to remove telescope and sky background emis
We observed an ambient temperature blackbody, sky, a
low emissivity surface roughly every 10 min to provide c
ibration data. Most data were taken at an airmass less
1.2, and included some daytime observations. We also
served Callisto as a comparison object, as it is about 5 ti
brighter than Io at this wavelength. SeeTable 1for details.

The data from Io and Callisto were reduced in the sa
way using the TEXES pipeline described inLacy et al.
(2001). The pipeline corrects for spikes and cosmic ra
removes background emission, removes distortions, and
tifies the 2D spectra. It uses optimal weighting to extract
spectra and sums spectra from the same observation s
cording to the square of the signal-to-noise.

The wavelength scale was set using a single atmosp
feature in the spectral setting, most often the 530.4089 c−1

feature of CO2 (we use vacuum wavenumbers througho
Before taking data, we made certain of the wavelength
ting by adjusting the cross-dispersion grating to see nea
strong, easily identifiable atmospheric emission feature

H2O. Because the spectral orders are larger than the de-

a-
the
H2O column abundance). No SO2 lines were seen in the 7.4-
µm region and these data will not be discussed further here.

tector array at this wavelength, we adjusted the collim
tor/camera mirror to put the desired spectral region on

Table 1
Log of observations and band depths

UT date
(YYMMDD)

Io central
longitude (◦ W)

Radial velocity
(km s−1)

Io mean
airmass

Callisto mean
airmass

Heliocentric
distance (AU)

Fitted 530.42 cm−1

band depth

011115 163 −25.7 1.08 1.19 5.15 0.057± 0.009
011116 334 −13.3 1.16 1.26 5.15 −0.005± 0.003
011116 345 −16.2 1.03 1.12 5.15 0.011± 0.011
011116 14 −24.4 1.22 1.12 5.15 0.022± 0.005
011117 205 −12.8 1.04 1.01 5.15 0.073± 0.005
011117 215 −9.9 1.19 1.52 5.15 0.059± 0.009
011118 36 −30.0 1.00 1.01 5.16 0.030± 0.005
011118 50 −33.0 1.06 1.08 5.16 0.033± 0.004
021206 194 −19.9 1.01 1.02 5.29 0.052± 0.007
021206 210 −15.2 1.19 1.04 5.29 0.051± 0.006
021209 90 −40.8 1.05 1.01 5.29 0.035± 0.009
021209 93 −40.7 1.09 1.16 5.29 0.038± 0.004
021214 22 −28.6 1.02 1.06 5.30 0.024± 0.011
021214 30 −30.6 1.11 1.21 5.30 0.023± 0.013
021214 35 −32.0 1.22 1.21 5.30 0.033± 0.007
021214 43 −33.6 1.48 1.36 5.30 0.028± 0.010
021217 256 −4.6 1.03 1.05 5.30 0.035± 0.006
021217 280 −4.1 1.12 1.05 5.30 0.017± 0.014
021219 311 −7.7 1.00 1.00 5.30 0.016± 0.008
021219 317 −8.9 1.02 1.06 5.30 0.007± 0.005
021219 319 −9.4 1.05 1.06 5.30 0.020± 0.006
021219 323 −10.1 1.08 1.13 5.30 0.008± 0.004
040106 98 −41.8 1.04 1.05 5.40 0.038± 0.003
040106 105 −41.3 1.04 1.04 5.40 0.044± 0.005
040107 301 −9.6 1.04 1.05 5.40 0.010± 0.005
040107 310 −11.1 1.05 1.06 5.40 0.011± 0.004
1.07 5.40 0.043± 0.002
1.05 5.40 0.054± 0.007
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detector. This was also done by watching atmospheric e
sion lines and knowing where they should land on the
tector. We estimate wavelength calibration accuracy to
0.002 cm−1, or 1.0 km s−1. We averaged individual spec
tra to provide several mean spectra per night, exclud
from the analysis any spectra with obvious guiding pr
lems or cloud obscuration. We ratioed the 19-µm Io sp
tra to Callisto spectra taken at similar airmass (gener
within 0.1 airmasses), to remove telluric bands and va
tions in grating efficiency across each order, though c
tinuum slope artifacts, which differ between spectrogr
orders, remain in some cases. We then corrected wavele
to Io’s rest frame by applying the appropriate Doppler sh
The previously mentioned 530.4089 cm−1 telluric line of-
ten falls within the strongest SO2 band on Io, dependin

on the Doppler shift, but does not produce obvious arti-

Fig. 1. Composite of all our Io spectra, with telluric and instrumental feature
spectrum (bottom) are shown in orange: all of these are seen in at least som
176 (2005) 283–304

s

lieve this feature compromises our measurements of the2
lines.

The final coadded and ratioed spectra have a signa
noise ratio of up to several hundred and a typical sp
tral resolution of 65,000 (Fig. 1). At least 16 lines of the
SO2 ν2 band are readily apparent. We found that line
sitions differed significantly from those predicted by t
HITRAN database of high-resolution molecular transm
sion spectra(Rothman et al., 1987, 2003), but were in
agreement with more recent data, as discussed inAppen-
dix A. Band strength varies significantly with longitud
with bands being strongest on the anti-Jupiter hemisp
(central longitude 180◦ W). The lines are unresolved, pr
viding an upper limit to their intrinsic width equal to th
TEXES spectral resolution at this wavelength, 0.01 cm−1

−1
(5 km s ). These lines were not seen in the Voyager IRIS
tion
facts in the ratio spectra due to the generally good air-

mass match between Io and Callisto, and we do not be-
spectra of Io due to the much lower IRIS spectral resolu
of 4.3 cm−1.
s removed by rationing to Callisto. The locations of SO2 bands seen in the model
e of the spectra. Successive spectra are offset vertically by 0.1.
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3. Interpretation and modeling

In the thermal infrared, Io’s atmosphere is illuminat
from below by thermal emission from the passively-hea
sunlit surface and from the volcanos. SO2 vibration/rotation
lines will be seen in emission if the vibrational temperat
for the ν2 = 1 state is greater than the underlying surfa
temperature, and will appear in absorption (as obser
if the surface is warmer than the vibrational temperatu
However, at the low density of Io’s atmosphere, collisio
timescales are longer than radiative timescales, and v
tional temperatures are influenced by radiative excha
with the surface and deep space and cannot be assumed
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with the kinet
temperature of the atmosphere(Lellouch et al., 1992). The
spectrum depends on the distribution of the atmospheri
netic and vibrational temperatures, the atmospheric den
and the surface temperature, and we now describe how
various quantities are modeled and constrained.

3.1. Non-LTE vibrational temperature models

A specific non-LTE model has been developed to ca
late the population of the first excited state of SO2 in its ν2
mode of vibration, the (010) state, responsible for the
µm absorption band. The model was also applied to the
excited states of the other two modes of vibration and
the ν1 + ν3 state, and is able to produce both state po
lations and heating/cooling rates in the associated vibrat
rotation bands. Here we only report on the results of oc
pation number of the (010) state.

The statistical equilibrium equation of the (010) state,
cluding its most important production and loss proces
both collisional and radiative, was solved simultaneou
with the radiative transfer equation of the fundamental b
at 19 µm. The solution method follows a modified Cu
Matrix formalism extensively employed in non-LTE pro
lems in the upper atmosphere of Earth(López-Puertas an
Taylor, 2001), Mars (López-Valverde and López-Puerta
1994) and Venus(Roldán et al., 2000). In our case, given
the absence of hot transitions and relevant vibration
vibrational collisional exchanges with other excited sta
the non-linearities of the problem are of very small imp
tance, and the final solution is obtained with a single ma
inversion. An iteration was tested, however, after improv
terms like the vibration partition function, with complete
negligible effects on the results.

The radiative processes considered are the spontan
and stimulated emission in the (010-000) fundamental b
the absorption of the upward thermal flux from the surf
of Io, as well as exchanges between layers. The atmosp
transmittances required in the radiative model were c
puted following a histogram procedure which collects

different SO2 lines in boxes according to their strength and
then integrates the equivalent width of the representative line
of each box with high spectral accuracy assuming a Voigt
tmosphere 287

e

e

s

profile. This “line-independent” approach assumes no
portant overlapping between SO2 lines, and is justified given
the low atmospheric densities and the spectral separatio
tween the strongest lines in theν2 fundamental band. A sim
ilar approach has been found to be valid for theν2 mode
of vibration of CO2 in the martian atmosphere above ab
50 km, or pressures lower than 30 µbar(López-Valverde e
al., 1998). A single collisional process is considered for t
(010) state, its vibration-to-translation (V–T) relaxation
collisions with SO2, with a rate coefficient followingBass
et al. (1971). The inverse V–T production is also consider
although its importance is small compared to radiative e
tation in most conditions, as explained below.

The model is run from the surface up to 200 km, w
1-km thick layers, assuming that all the atmosphere is c
posed of SO2. The spectral data are taken from the HITRA
database. The 0.12-cm−1 wavelength errors in the HITRAN
database noted inAppendix A are unimportant to this ca
culation, given the line-independent assumption mentio
above.

A few other approximations are used, like rotational L
at all altitudes. We think that a complete non-LTE tre
ment of the rotational distribution within the SO2 band is
an unnecessary complication in the lower parts of Io’s
mosphere. High quality laboratory information is not ava
able for collisional activation of rotational lines, and also o
observations do not have a signal-to-noise ratio large eno
to test more detailed models. Also, although the LTE
sumption for the rotational lines is not very accurate for
uppermost layers considered here, the 19-µm fundam
band is optically thin above about 2 scale heights (aro
20–30 km), and at lower altitudes, where the spectral
tures are mostly formed, the atmospheric density is h
enough (∼1 nbar) for this assumption to be reasonable.

This non-LTE model assumes a given atmospheric s
To model the data for a range of surface and atmosph
conditions, we performed a number of runs varying surf
temperature, column density, and atmospheric pressure
typical results are shown inFig. 2, with the corresponding
spectra, calculated as described in the next section, sh
in Fig. 3. Here we illustrate the (010) state population
a function of altitude using the concept of vibrational te
perature,TV. This is a useful parameter in non-LTE stud
because it matches the atmospheric kinetic temperatureTK,
if in LTE, while TV < TK when the state is underpopulat
due to an important loss mechanism, like emission to sp
TV is shown inFig. 2 for a number of conditions which il
lustrate the behavior of the model.

In the left panel,TV is shown for an isothermal a
mosphere at 100 K, and for two values of the SO2 col-
umn amount, 9× 1016 and 9× 1017 cm−2 (curves A and
B, respectively). The surface temperature is set equa
the atmospheric temperature. In the denser atmospherTV

matchesTK in the lowest layers, i.e., it is in LTE near the
ground, and it tends to values lower thanTK higher up. This
is a very common behavior in many non-LTE problems, with
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Fig. 2. Vibrational temperature of the SO2 ν2 fundamental band for a num
ber of cases. Left panel: for an isothermal atmosphere at 100 K, su
temperature of 100 K, and column densities of SO2 of 9 × 1016 (A) and
9 × 1017 cm−2 (B). Central panel: for an isothermal atmosphere at 15
and surface temperatures of 110 (dashed: (C) and (F)), 120 (solid
and (G)) and 130 K (dot–dash, (E) and (H)), and for column dens
of 9 × 1016 (thick) and 9× 1017 cm−2 (thin). Right panel: for an at
mosphere with a column density of 9× 1016 moleculecm−2 and a fixed
surface temperature of 150 K, and kinetic temperatures of 100 (I), 15
and 200 K (K).

Fig. 3. Model spectra corresponding to the atmospheric vibrational tem
ature profiles shown inFig. 2. Successive spectra are offset vertically,
clarity.
collisions dominating over radiative losses in the lowest al-
titudes. At lower densities (curve A), collisions are less im-
portant and the departure from LTE is larger. Above 30 km,
176 (2005) 283–304

in contrast,TV is larger in the less dense atmosphere, du
the reduced absorption of the upward thermal flux from
surface. Notice thatTV in this example is lower than the su
face temperature at all altitudes, resulting in an absorp
spectrum since theν2 emission is controlled byTV.

The central panel shows the importance of the surface
ward flux.TK is fixed at 150 K, while surface temperature
varied, but kept lower than the kinetic temperature, with v
ues of 110, 120, and 130 K (curves C, D, E, and F, G,
The upward surface flux is very important in the less de
atmosphere (9× 1016 cm−2, curves C, D, E), and not in th
denser one (9×1017 cm−2, curves F, G, H). In this last cas
TV is higher than the surface temperature, producing e
sion spectra.

Another interesting behavior is illustrated in the rig
panel, where the surface temperature and the column
sity are fixed at 150 K and 9× 1016 cm−2, respectively,
while changingTK from 100 to 150–200 K (curves I, J, K
respectively). In spite of these large variations inTK, theTV
profile is only slightly modified. This shows that for rel
tively low densitiesTV, and thus the resulting spectrum,
largely controlled by radiative exchange between the sur
and space and is little affected byTK. For larger densities
the atmosphere becomes very optically thick and the o
radiative term, the exchange between layers, becomes
important.

An increase in atmospheric density can therefore prod
an increase in absorption strength (cf. curves A and B) o
TK is warmer than the surface and the atmosphere is s
ciently dense) a decrease in absorption strength, poten
producing emission lines, due to the increased vibratio
temperature (cf. curves E and H). This leads to ambigu
in interpreting the mid-IR spectra, as discussed later.

Io’s vertical atmospheric structure has been the subje
considerable modeling (seeStrobel et al. (1994)andWong
and Smyth (2000)for the most recent works) but is observ
tionally poorly constrained. Even the mean gas kinetic t
perature remains uncertain, although recent HST and
data tend to suggest low (<250 K) temperatures(McGrath
et al., 2000; Jessup et al., 2004; McGrath et al., 2004). For
this reason and for simplicity, we only considered isother
atmospheres. We calculated profiles of vibrational temp
ture with height for a range of surface temperatures (90,
110, 120, 130, 140, 160, 180, 200, and 250 K); isother
atmospheric kinetic temperatures (100, 125, 150, 175,
225, 250, 275, and 300 K); and atmospheric column d
sities (1× 1016, 2 × 1016, 3 × 1016, 6 × 1016, 1 × 1017,
2 × 1017, 3 × 1017, 6 × 1017, and 1× 1018 cm−2) as de-
scribed above.

3.2. Calculation of spectra

Model atmospheres were then incorporated in a m

layer, line-by-line radiative transfer code to calculate model
spectra, using more recent SO2 line parameters than the
HITRAN database, which we found to contain significant
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wavelength errors (seeAppendix A). The model is very sim
ilar to usual LTE calculations, with two differences. Fir
when calculating line strengths and monochromatic op
ities at each atmospheric level, the vibrational tempe
ture was used instead of the kinetic temperature to ca
late the vibration partition function. Second, and most
portantly, when calculating the Planck integral, the kine
temperature was also replaced by the vibrational temp
ture, i.e., the local source function was taken as the Pla
function at the local vibrational temperature. In some
uations, this resulted in absorption lines even with a
netic temperature higher than the surface temperature
occurred when the bulk of the atmosphere had a vi
tional temperature colder than the surface. An exampl
the caseTK = 150 K, TSurface= 120 K, column density=
9 × 1016 cm−2, curve D in Figs. 2 and 3. Spectra for all
model atmospheres were calculated for five values of the
mass (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0, and 4.5), representing the r
of viewing conditions at Io, giving a total of 4050 mod
spectra.

3.3. Surface temperature model

Several constrains on Io’s surface temperature distr
tion are available. The most detailed existing model is
of Veeder et al. (1994), who matched multi-wavelength disk
integrated ground-based photometry of Io with a ther
model that included passive (non-volcanic) and volca
components. Veeder et al. modeled the passive flux as
ing from two components: a high-albedo “reservoir un
assumed to have infinite thermal inertia and thus a temp
ture that depends only on latitude, comprising roughly 8
of the surface, plus a lower-albedo “conventional unit” w
zero thermal inertia and thus a temperature depending
on distance from the subsolar point. Their model also re
sented the hundreds of volcanic hot spots with ten mo
hot spots with fixed locations distributed around Io, w
temperatures and areas that were adjusted to fit each y
ground-based observations.

However, because atmospheric density and airmass
vary across Io’s disk, to calculate the disk-integrated
mospheric spectrum we needed to adapt the model, o
nally designed to match disk-integrated fluxes only, to p
dict the distribution of temperatures at each point on
surface, so that the model correctly calculates the illum
tion of the atmosphere at each point. We divided the day
hemisphere visible from Earth into tiles with 5◦ increments
of latitude and local time, to account for variations in pass
temperature and atmospheric parameters. To model volc
flux, for a given sub-Earth longitude on Io we then det
mined from theVeeder et al. (1994)model the temperature
projected areas, and fluxes of all visible model hot sp
Because (with the exception of the giant hot spot Loki) I

mid-IR volcanic flux is in reality widely distributed in a large
number of hot spots scattered across the disk(Spencer et
al., 2000b; Rathbun et al., 2004), we assumed for simplicity
tmosphere 289

e

-

s

that this total volcanic flux was uniform across the disk, a
distributed the flux from each visible hot spot, at the temp
ature of that hot spot, among all tiles according to their p
jected area. For each tile we also calculated the temper
and projected flux for the two model passive surface com
nents, which we assumed, like the hot spots, to be spat
mixed on a scale smaller than our tiles. We implicitly a
sumed, however, that the different surfaces are segregat
scales larger than an atmospheric scale height (about 11
as our model spectra assume illumination by a uniform t
perature surface. For each tile the model yielded two pas
temperatures and several hot spot temperatures (depe
on how many model hot spots were on Io’s visible he
sphere for the chosen central longitude), and recorded
contribution to the disk-integrated 18.9-µm flux from ea
temperature component.

Because the Veeder et al. model only modeled volca
fluxes from Io for the years 1983–1993, and did not co
the period of our observations, we arbitrarily used the 1
hot spot data from the anti-Jupiter hemisphere in our s
dard model. Calculated band depth did not vary much w
assumptions about volcanic activity, with the largest eff
being that band depth increased somewhat when Loki,
largest volcano, was on the disk (Figs. 9 and 16, discussed
later).

We tested our thermal model in several ways. First,
compared the model to the best Galileo PPR map of day
thermal emission on Io, the observation 31IPDGTM__
obtained at 27 µm on Galileo’s I31 encounter with
(Rathbun et al., 2004; their Fig. 1). Fig. 4 compares this
brightness temperature map to maps calculated from
thermal model. In its original form our model predicted t
much flux near the limb and not enough near the subs
point. The discrepancy is not surprising, as the model
designed to match disk-integrated flux only. We theref
improved the match to the data by introducing an emp
cal weighting factor that modified the temperature of e
component so as to multiply the flux at each solar incide
angle i by the weighting factor 0.97(0.3 + cos(i)), which
has a mean value of unity across Io’s projected disk and
preserves the known total flux.Fig. 4shows that with the in
clusion of this factor the Galileo observations are reprodu
quite well.

We also compared a near-disk-integrated spectrum o
observed by Voyager IRIS in 1979 to the spectrum predic
by our model (Fig. 5). This test is somewhat crude becau
the Voyager spectrum was obtained at a phase angle of 1
grees while our model calculates only zero-phase emiss
and the Voyager field of view did not exactly match Io’s dis
However, the match is still quite good. The model unde
timates 19-µm flux by 12%, though the mismatch would
greater if the model were corrected to the phase angle o
observations.
Fig. 6shows the cumulative distribution of disk-integrated
530-cm−1 flux as a function of temperature for our standard
surface thermal model. About half the disk-integrated flux
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Fig. 4. Io’s 27-µm brightness temperature vs latitude as measured by the Galileo PPR instrument during its 31IPDGTM__01 observation with

longitude of 110◦ W (Rathbun et al., 2004)compared to our thermal model, calculated at the same longitude and heliocentric distance. The upper right panel
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shows the original model, and the bottom panel shows our final mod
suppresses near-terminator temperatures, as described in the text. Th

comes from passive surfaces below 160 K, and half fr
volcanic hot spots in the 150–200 K range.

3.4. Atmosphere model

To determine disk-integrated line strengths as a fu
tion of atmospheric abundance, we considered four di
ent models for Io’s atmospheric distribution. In each cas
range of peak frost temperatures is considered, each giv
peak SO2 column density assuming hydrostatic equilibriu
and the vapor pressure formulation ofWagman (1979). Frost
temperature, and consequent SO2 density, is scaled acros
the globe from the peak value according to various assu
tions, as follows:

1. Globally-uniform. While there are numerous lines

evidence suggesting that the atmosphere is highly non-
uniform, this model provides a useful end-member for
comparison with more realistic models.
fter application of an empirical correction that boosts subsolar tempend
l model is a better match to the data.

2. Solar incidence angle dependence. Frost temper
varies with solar incidence angle on the assumption
uniform albedo and zero thermal inertia. Atmosphe
abundance then depends only on solar incidence a
i.e., the distance from the subsolar point. This mode
roughly consistent with recent disk-resolved HST 200
3000 Å spectroscopy of Io(Jessup et al., 2004), as
shown inFig. 7, but is less consistent with HST Ly-α

images of Io(Feldman et al., 2000; Feaga et al., 200,
which suggest that atmospheric density depends mo
on latitude. However, the Ly-α data do not rule out sola
incidence dependence if Io’s equatorial darkness at Lα

wavelengths is due to low equatorial albedo in addit
to gas absorption.

3. Latitude dependence: equilibrium with surface fros
uniform albedo and constant diurnal temperature,

infinite thermal inertia. Atmospheric abundance then
depends only on latitude. This model is also roughly
consistent with theJessup et al. (2004)observations
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the full-disk thermal emission spectrum from Io
observed by Voyager IRIS (an average of FDS counts 16368.29–1636
to the predictions from our final thermal model run at the same central
gitude and heliocentric distance. The match is quite good, despite the
that no model parameters have been adjusted to fit this observation, su
ing that the model predicts the range of temperatures on Io with reaso
accuracy.

Fig. 6. The contribution to the total disk-integrated 530 cm−1 radiance
(solid line) from different temperatures in the standard version of our
face thermal model (R = 5.30 AU, longitude= 180◦ W). The cumulative
passive contribution is below the dashed line, the volcanic contributio
above the dashed line. About half the radiance is from passive surface
ponents colder than 160 K, and half is from volcanic components in
150–200 K temperature range.

(Fig. 7), and is more consistent with the Ly-α images
than model 2. Latitude dependence could also be c
sistent with an atmosphere supported by low-latitu
volcanic activity(Strobel and Wolven, 2001).

4. Modified latitude dependence.Fig. 7 shows that the
simple frost equilibrium models 2 and 3 above u
derestimate the observed SO2 gas abundance at mid

latitudes on Io. We therefore also tested a modified lat-
itude dependence model, more consistent with the Jes-
sup et al. observations, in which atmospheric abundance
tmosphere 291

,

t-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison of model number density vs latitude (a) and sola
cidence angle (b) to the observed limb-to-limb number density profile
served on Io’s anti-jovian hemisphere from HST 2000–3000 Å spectros
(Jessup et al., 2004), for a subsolar number density of 1.44× 1017 cm−2.
The models are the uniform model (dark yellow); latitude depende
(green); modified latitude dependence (red) which provides the best m
to the data; and incidence dependence (purple (b)). The observation th
cludes the Prometheus plume, which shows excess SO2, is denoted by “P.”

is in equilibrium with infinite thermal inertia surfac
frost at low latitudes, but is held constant at its la
tude 32◦ value between absolute latitudes 32◦ and 50◦.
This model approximates the likely moderation of t
abundance gradient with latitude due to hydrodyna
flow away from the equator(Wong and Johnson, 1996
Wong and Smyth, 2000; Austin and Goldstein, 200,
or accounts for additional volcanic support at m
latitudes. A more gradual drop in SO2 abundance with
latitude than expected for simple sublimation mod
was also seen byMcGrath et al. (2000). Poleward of
50o latitude we return to the simple sublimation mod
obtaining very low SO2 abundances generally consiste
with the 1× 1015 cm−2 upper limit for the polar region
derived byStrobel and Wolven (2001).

Our standard model assumes an atmosphere th
smoothly distributed on regional scales, and is not conc

trated over individual hot spots. This assumption is sup-
ported to some extent by disk-resolved HST spectroscopy
(Jessup et al., 2004)and Lyman-α mapping(Feaga et al.,
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2004), which show modest (at most) local concentrations
gas over most volcanic centers at HST’s 150–200 km res
tion. But because about half of Io’s 19-µm radiance proba
comes from hot spots in the 150–200 K temperature ra
(Fig. 6), which cover a small fraction (about 8%) of the s
face, our inferred column densities are weighted towards
atmosphere above hot spots, and may overestimate me
mospheric densities if the gas is concentrated over thes
spots at scales smaller than can be resolved by HST, as
cussed in the next section.

3.5. Disk-integrated model

We combined all the above elements to determine
disk integrated mid-infrared spectrum, as illustrated
Fig. 8. We used the thermal model to determine the c
tinuum flux contribution from each temperature compon
in each spatial tile on the illuminated disk, and used
atmospheric and spectroscopic models to determine
component’s contribution to the spectrum of the therm
emission, given the surface temperature, atmospheric ki
temperature (assumed to be constant across Io’s disk)
umn abundance, and the airmass appropriate for each s
tile. The assumption of globally-uniform kinetic temperatu
is necessary because of the lack of constraints on tem
ture variations from the available HST and mm data.

Fig. 8. Illustration of one of our disk-integrated thermal/atmospheric m
els, showing Io’s projected disk centered on the subsolar point, with n
at the top. The top two panels show the surface brightness temperatu
brightness (in units of 10−6 W µm−1 str−1 cm−2) that illuminates the at-
mosphere. The lower left panel shows the vertical column density, fo
modified latitude model with subsolar column density 1.03× 1017 cm−2.
The lower right panel shows the model 530.42 cm−1 band depth, with con
tour increment 0.01, for an atmospheric kinetic temperature of 125 K. B
strength is highest near the equator where the atmosphere is thick an

the limb where the airmass is high. This spectrum distribution is weighted
by the 18.9-µm brightness (upper right) when calculating the disk-integrated
spectrum.
176 (2005) 283–304
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used linear interpolation to obtain spectra for parame
intermediate to the 4050 parameter combinations that
previously calculated. For abundances less than the m
mum model abundance, 1× 1016 cm−2, we assumed tha
line strength varied linearly with abundance, justified
the almost linear relation between band strength and
umn abundance in the 1× 1016–2 × 1016 cm−2 range in
our models. The sum of all these spectral contributions g
the final disk-integrated spectrum. We determined the d
integrated spectrum for each of our four models for p
(global, subsolar or equatorial) column abundances ran
from 6× 1015 to 1.3× 1018 cm−2.

We determined model spectrum band depths at a fi
spectral resolution approximating the TEXES instrume
resolution, by convolving with a Gaussian with a resolv
power of 57,000 FWHM.Fig. 9 shows the depth, define
as (continuum flux–band center flux)/continuum flux, of
strongest band in our spectral range (at 530.42 cm−1, ac-
tually a blend of several unresolved lines), for a range
atmospheric kinetic temperaturesTK and column densities
for our preferred “modified latitude” model with variou
model parameters adjusted to explore the sensitivity of
results to model assumptions. The upper left panel sh
results from the model as described above. The upper
panel shows the negligible effect of replacing the two p
sive surface components in the Veeder et al. model wi
single component at intermediate temperature radiating
same total flux, and suggests that our results are not
dependent on the details of the passive surface model.
lower left panel shows that except at the lowest kinetic te
peratures, band strengths increase slightly when Loki,
largest volcano, is on the observed hemisphere, due to L
large flux contribution at high surface temperatures wh
produce stronger bands. The lower right panel shows
the increased surface temperatures associated with dec
ing heliocentric distance from our nominal value of 5.3
5.10 AU (which increases passive surface temperature
about 2%) have negligible effect on band strength. Howe
variations in the column density of a sublimation atmosph
with heliocentric distance, due to varying frost temperatu
are not included in the model inFig. 9 and could be sig
nificant, as discussed later. Despite the complexity of
thermal model, the band strengths that it predicts do no
pear to be unduly model-dependent.

Fig. 10shows band strengths for two extreme model
which the atmosphere is present only above the hot s
and is absent elsewhere. The models assume either co
density above all hot spots or latitude-dependent den
simulating the observed equatorial concentration of volca
plumes(McEwen and Soderblom, 1983). Band strengths in
these models are within a factor of two of the band stren
in our standard model for the same column density ifTK is

low, with larger variations at higher atmospheric tempera-
tures. The regional average column density in these models
is about 12× lower than the column density over the hot
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of the depth of the strongest SO2 band in our wavelength range, at 530.42 cm−2, as determined at our standard spectral resolutio
57,000, to various adjustable parameters in the Io thermal model. In each panel, only one parameter has been changed from the standard model (R = 5.30 AU,
longitude= 180◦ W, 1983 hot spots,Veeder et al. (1994)passive surface temperature model, “modified latitude” atmospheric model). The model i

tively insensitive to changes in model parameters: for instance band depth forN = 2 × 1017 cm−2, TK = 150 K is 0.060 for the standard model, 0.065 if
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passive temperatures are locally isothermal, 0.065 for the different model distribution of volcanic and passive temperatures on the Loki hemisphe (central
longitude= 310◦ W), and 0.061 if heliocentric distance is reduced to 5.10 AU. Dashed lines indicate negative band depth, i.e., emission spectra.

Fig. 10. Model 530.42-cm−1 band depth, assuming the atmosphere is
present only above volcanic hot spots. The top panel assumes that the hot
spot atmosphere is independent of surface location, while the bottom panel
assumes that the atmospheric abundance over the hot spots follows the mod-

spots that is shown inFig. 10, because the hot spots in th
Veeder et al. (1994)model cover only∼8% of the surface.

Fig. 11shows the band strength results from our stand
surface thermal model, for all four atmosphere models
cluding the hot-spot-only models ofFig. 10). The trends in
these models can be understood by remembering that
depth is controlled by the column abundance and the t
perature contrast between the SO2 vibrational temperature
TV and the surface temperature, which has the same d
bution in all these models. At lowTK, TV is colder than the
mean surface temperature for all column densities, so l
are seen in absorption and their strength increases mono
cally with column density. At low column densities the sa
is true for higherTK, because at low densitiesTV is con-
trolled radiatively and is little affected byTK, soTV remains
low and band strength is almost independent ofTK. How-
ever, asTK or density increase,TV also increases, causin
line depths to decrease and finally producing emission
tures at sufficiently highTK or column density, as seen in th
upper right of the plots.

The uniform model produces the strongest lines fo
given peak column density, because the disk-averaged
umn density is the highest, and conversely the incide
model produces the weakest lines because the atmosp
density falls off in all directions from the disk center. T
two latitude-dependent models, where atmospheric den
ified-latitude model. Thex axes describes the column density over the hot
spots only. Other details as inFig. 9.
falls off only towards the poles, have intermediate band
strengths, with slightly higher band depths in the modified
latitude model due to the enhanced mid-latitude densities.
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Fig. 11. 530.42-cm−1 band depth for our four atmospheric models (exc
peak column densities and atmospheric kinetic temperatures. Other d

4. Spectrum fitting

For this initial analysis we did not attempt to fit the d
tailed shape of each spectrum, but simply measured
observed 530.42-cm−1 band strength and compared this
the strength of the same band derived from the models
measured band strength by fitting the 530.34–530.49 re
of each telescopic spectrum with a model template der
from a single arbitrarily-chosen model spectrum (surf
temperature= 160 K, TK = 125 K, airmass= 1, and col-
umn abundance= 1.0 × 1017 cm−2), linearly scaling the
model absorption strength by the same factor at all wa
lengths to fit the data. The use of linear scaling is justi
by the weakness of the lines at the observed resolution
the choice of template spectrum was not critical, beca
those model spectra that showed absorption rather than e
sion bands generally had similar band shapes in the re
of interest, differing mostly in band strength.Figs. 12 and
13 justify these simplifications by showing that the mod
template fits the actual spectra in this spectral region v
well, and provides an accurate measure of band depth.
model was calculated at a spectral resolution of 120,0
higher than that of any of our data, and convolved wit
variable-width Gaussian to match the spectral resolutio
the data. Using a Simplex technique, we adjusted the m
band depth (measured at our standard spectral resol
of 57,000), continuum slope, spectral resolution, and wa
length (the latter within tightly proscribed limits consiste

with our wavelength calibration) to obtain the best fit to
each observed spectrum. We estimated uncertainties in ban
depth by a Monte Carlo technique, adding noise similar to
g the hot-spot-only atmosphere models) with nominal conditions, for a
as inig. 9.

-

l

that in each spectrum to its best-fit model, and determin
the standard deviation of the parameters obtained by
tiple fits to the noisy model. Errors given here are tw
this standard deviation and are thus formally two-sigma
rors. The best fits are shown inFig. 12, sorted by orbital
longitude, and are tabulated inTable 1. Fig. 13 shows the
fits to a few of the more interesting spectra in more de
including uncertainties.Fig. 14 shows the variation in th
strength of the 530.42-cm−1 band with orbital longitude, an
Fig. 15shows the full spectra binned by longitude, compa
to disk-integrated models with similar band strength. T
figure shows that models which match the blended 530
cm−1 lines also match the other lines adequately, beca
of the correlation in line strength between the bands.
line strength ratios of some line pairs (for instance the
at 529.323 and 529.307 cm−1) are temperature dependent
the models, and the observed ratios might provide additi
model constraints with more detailed modeling, though S
is poorer for the weaker lines.

5. Discussion

5.1. Overall spectrum shape

The most obvious characteristic of our spectra is t
with the possible exception of one spectrum at central
gitude 334◦ W that shows possible very weak emissi
d
lines (Fig. 13), the SO2 lines are always seen in absorp-
tion. This is in contrast to the mm-wave region where SO2
lines are always seen in emission(Lellouch et al., 1992;
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Fig. 12. Model fits to the strongest 530.42-cm−1 band for all our Io spectra
arranged by longitude and identified by year. The smooth red lines ar
models and the stair-step black lines are the data.

Lellouch, 1996), and as our modeling shows (Figs. 3, 9–11)
emission lines are also possible in the mid-IR for so
atmospheric conditions. The fact that emission lines
not observed on Io therefore immediately rules out m
els (other than the end-member volcanic-atmosphere-
models shown inFig. 10) having simultaneously subsol
or equatorial column densities greater than about 1017 cm−2

and kinetic temperatures greater than about 250 K, a
gion where emission is seen in all our atmospheric mo
(Figs. 9 and 11).

All SO2 lines are unresolved in our data. In the m
region, Io’s SO2 emission lines have a FWHM of abo

−1
0.8 km s (Lellouch et al., 1992), and may be broadened
due to saturation, so the mid-IR lines, which have an op-
tical depth typically 5 times lower, should be intrinsically
tmosphere 295

Fig. 13. Example model fits to three of the most interesting TEXES spe
These are the 2001 and 2002 spectra of the anti-Jupiter side (central m
ian longitude (CML) 194, 205) that show the clearest evidence for temp
variations (2001 being deeper), and the 2001 spectrum of the Jupiter-f
side (longitude 334) which shows tentative evidence for emission. The
dle heavy smooth red line shows the best-fit model, and the flanking sm
red lines show estimated two-sigma band depth uncertainties.

Fig. 14. Variation with longitude in the depth of the strongest SO2 band, as
derived from our spectrum fits. Also shown are the longitudinal variation
the fractional coverage of NUV-bright SO2 frost as inferred from Voyage
images byMcEwen et al. (1988)(thin line, multiplied by 0.1) and Io’s disk
integrated 3500/5500 Å brightness ratio, another proxy for the covera
bright SO2 frost, from Johnson and Pilcher (1977)(thick line, arbitrarily
scaled).

narrower (unless the infrared line width reflects velocity d
persion in volcanic plumes, in which case it would be

same in the mid-IR and in the mm range). It is therefore no
surprise that the lines are unresolved at the TEXES spectral
resolution of 5 km s−1.
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Fig. 15. Spectra averaged by longitude, combining data from all years,
pared to disk-integrated models with similar line strengths. S/N varies
wavenumber because different numbers of spectra contribute to the av
at each wavenumber, due to shifts in grating position (Fig. 1). Undulations
in the continuum level are an artifact of the data reduction. The m
spectra, based on the modified latitude model, are not formal fits to
data, but show very similar band strengths to the adjacent spectra. F
290◦–350◦ W spectrum, which shows the weakest lines, two quite dif
ent models are shown that both match the spectrum shape, illustratin
ambiguity in interpreting some of the spectra.

5.2. Longitudinal variations

Figs. 12, 14, and 15show that the SO2 line strength varies
systematically and dramatically with Io’s orbital longitud
The 530.42-cm−1 band has a peak depth of 0.06–0.07
TEXES resolution) on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere near
gitude 180◦ W, while spectral features are undetectable n
longitude 300◦ W. As Figs. 11 and 15show, shallow ab-
sorption lines can be a sign of either large or small
abundance, so interpretation of this longitudinal asymm
is ambiguous. However, we prefer the interpretation that
weak bands on the Jupiter-facing hemisphere are due to
abundance for the following reasons:

1. Fig. 11 shows that the range of density andTK condi-
tions in which high density or highTK produces weak
absorption lines, but does not produce emission lin
is relatively limited. For line depth to drop from 7% o
the anti-Jupiter hemisphere to 1% on the Jupiter-fac

hemisphere, as observed, due to an increase in densit
or TK requires a rather precise tuning of atmospheric
parameters—small changes in density orTK would pro-
176 (2005) 283–304

e

duce emission lines. If the weak lines are instead du
low densities, a much wider range of parameter sp
is available. This argument is weakened by the poss
detection of emission lines in one of our spectra, at l
gitude 334◦ W in 2001 (Fig. 13), but this detection is
very marginal.

2. The interpretation of high atmospheric densities
the anti-Jupiter hemisphere and lower densities on
Jupiter-facing hemisphere is consistent with HST U
disk-resolved observations, as discussed inJessup e
al. (2004). Using 2000–3000 Å spectroscopy, Jess
et al. inferred column densities of 1.3 × 1017 cm−2 in
a non-volcanic region near the subsolar point at l
gitude 162◦ W, in late 2001. In contrast,McGrath et
al. (2000)used similar techniques to infer densities
1.5 × 1016 cm−2 near the subsolar point at longitud
300◦ W in mid-1996. This observation may have i
cluded a volcanic plume at Ra Patera, so density in
absence of a plume might have been even lower. W
the difference between these two observations coul
due to temporal rather than longitudinal variations,
lack of evidence for large temporal changes in our
data (see below) suggests that a long-term longitud
density asymmetry is a more likely explanation. A si
ilar asymmetry is inferred from 1999 mm-wave da
(McGrath et al., 2004). There is also evidence for great
atmospheric density and extent on the anti-Jupiter he
sphere in Ly-α images, which show a larger and dark
region of low-latitude absorption on this hemisphe
(Jessup et al., 2004; Feaga et al., 2004). As models
(Strobel et al., 1994; Wong and Smyth, 2000)predict
that thinner atmospheres should have a higherTK, the
marginal emission detection at longitude 334◦ W, men-
tioned above, could possibly imply an atmosphere at
longitude that is both thinner and warmer than elsewh
on Io.

While the UV spectroscopy produces less ambiguous
mospheric density information, the IR data provide be
longitude and temporal coverage. Taken together, they
gest that Io’s atmosphere has a large long-lived density
hancement on the side facing away from Jupiter.

It is interesting to compare the longitudinal variation
SO2 line strength with the global distribution of SO2 frost.
While NIMS spectra show that SO2 frost in some form ap
pears to be ubiquitous on Io(Douté et al., 2001), the distri-
bution of optically thick frost deposits that are bright in t
near UV near 3500 Å (where SO2 frost is bright but sulfur
is dark) is very patchy and uneven.Fig. 14 also shows the
fractional coverage of NUV-bright SO2 frost inferred from
Voyager images byMcEwen et al. (1988), which like the
SO2 gas line strength peaks on the anti-Jupiter side and
a deep minimum near longitude 300◦ W. The disk integrated

y3500/5500 Å brightness ratio derived from ground-based
observations(Johnson and Pilcher, 1977), also a proxy for
the distribution of NUV-bright frost, matches the SO2 line
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strength distribution even more closely. These correlati
though not perfect, suggest a connection between the sp
distribution of SO2 frost and gas.

5.3. Atmospheric temperature and absolute abundance
constraints

Fig. 11shows that conversion of mid-IR band streng
into column abundances requires some knowledge of
atmospheric kinetic temperatureTK. The best available in
dependent constraint comes from HST UV spectrosc
whereTK is constrained by fitting the observed shape
the SO2 absorption bands.Jessup et al. (2004)found a best-
fit TK of 200–250 K between latitudes 20◦ N and 20◦ S,
and McGrath et al. (2000)determinedTK = 150 K near
the subsolar point at Ra Patera, though temperature a
volcanic plume Pele was higher, about 280 K. As with
mid-IR data, the UV temperature determination refers
the lowest 1–2 scale heights (�30 km) which dominate the
vertically-integrated spectrum. The observations are c
sistent with the models ofStrobel et al. (1994), who pre-
dicted atmospheric temperatures below 200 K in this altit
range in the absence of Joule or plasma heating.Strobel
et al. (1994)and Wong and Smyth (2000)predict lower-
atmosphere temperatures above 200 K when plasma or
heating are included. For example, Wong and Smyth
tained temperatures at 10 km altitude of about 250 K fo
subsolar column density of 5× 1017 cm−2 and about 500 K
for a column density of 6× 1016 cm−2.

Fig. 11 implies that the simple incidence-dependent
mospheric model, where the atmosphere is supporte
sublimation of frost with zero thermal inertia, and th
has a column density that depends only on distance f
the subsolar point, is difficult to reconcile with observ
tional constraints. Because this model concentrates th
mosphere near the subsolar point, disk-integrated a
dance is smaller for a given subsolar abundance than
the latitude-dependent models. The observed peak d
integrated 530.42-cm−1 band depth of 7.3% requires su
solar column densities of at least 5.2 × 1017 cm−2, much
higher than the HST anti-Jupiter hemisphere value of 1.3×
1017 cm−2 (Jessup et al., 2004), even for a low atmospheri
kinetic temperatureTK of 100 K. Higher atmospheric tem
peratures require even larger column abundances. As
viously noted, the incidence-dependent model is also
favored by the HST Ly-α images of Io(Feldman et al., 2000
Strobel and Wolven, 2001; Feaga et al., 2004), which ap-
pear to show dawn-to-dusk low-latitude absorption by
atmosphere.

The uniform-atmosphere model gives the strongest
sorptions but is highly unrealistic, so we will concentra
on the latitude-dependent models. These are consistent
our knowledge of the atmospheric distribution, and pre

band strengths more consistent with those observed. The
modified-latitude model is our preferred model as it is the
most consistent with theJessup et al. (2004)data, but the
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simple latitude model gives bands that are only sligh
weaker (Fig. 11).

However,Fig. 16 shows that for our nominal modified
latitude model, the maximum observed 530.42-cm−1 band
strength of 0.073, seen on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere
only be achieved forTK � ∼140 K.Fig. 16also shows tha
the thermal emission from Io’s largest hot spot, Loki, w
boost band depths slightly, so that the observed band de
can be generated withTK = 150 K. However Loki’s longi-
tude (310◦ W), means that it does not contribute to the ba
strength on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. The mid-IR ob
vations with the strongest bands, from November 2001,
almost simultaneous with theJessup et al. (2004)anti-jovian
UV HST observations, taken in November–December 20
that giveTK = 200–250 K. Time variability in atmospher
temperature is thus probably not the explanation for the
crepancy between the UV and IR atmospheric temperatu
More likely, the inconsistent temperatures result from
limitations of both the mid-IR and UV spectroscopic mo
els, for instance the assumption of a vertically-isotherma
mosphere in both cases, or the assumption in our mode
the atmosphere over the low-temperature hot spots, w
generate half of the 19-µm flux, is representative of the
mosphere away from the hot spots.

Models where the atmosphere exists only over the 8%
the surface occupied by hot spots (Fig. 10) predict column
densities over the hot spots that are similar to those
dicted for the entire surface in our standard model, and
regionally-averaged column densities that are an orde
magnitude lower than our standard model. These model
not realistic, because an atmosphere covering only 8% o
surface could not produce the strong equatorial absorp
seen in the Lyman-α images, and would be difficult to rec
oncile with the UV spectroscopic observations. However
models do provide a lower limit to the regionally-averag

Fig. 16. Relationship between model band depth and equatorial co
density, as a function of assumed atmospheric kinetic temperatureTK. The
solid lines are for our nominal (modified latitude) model, and dashed l
are for the Loki hemisphere model (Fig. 9, lower left) which shows the

strongest bands of any of our models. ModelTK must be lower than about
140 K (150 K for the Loki hemisphere model) to match the maximum ob-
served band strengths.
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gas abundances that can be inferred from the 19-µm
servations. Note that even in the volcanic-only models,
observed peak 530.42-cm−1 band strength of 7% require
quite low atmospheric kinetic temperatures: 175 K if all h
spots have the same gas abundance, and about 160 K
hot spot atmosphere are concentrated at low latitudes, u
the equatorial column density exceeds 1018 cm−2.

Assuming an atmospheric kinetic temperature of 125
close to the maximum consistent with observed band dep
and also assuming our preferred modified-latitude mo
Fig. 17 shows the equatorial column density as a fu
tion of longitude derived from the band depths sho
in Fig. 14. Note that for simplicity the relationship be
tween band strength and column density is derived f
the modified-latitude model calculated at the standard
gitude (180◦ W) and heliocentric distance (5.30 AU) for a
data:Fig. 9 shows that errors resulting from this appro
mation are probably small compared to other uncertain
With these assumptions, equatorial column density t
varies from∼1.5 × 1017 cm−2 on the anti-Jupiter hemi
sphere to∼1.5 × 1016 cm−2 at longitude 300. The longi
tudinal variation is remarkably consistent, considering
model assumptions and very different techniques used,
abundances derived from the disk-resolved HST UV sp
troscopic data also plotted onFig. 17.

Fig. 17. Distribution of equatorial column density with longitude for o
three years of data, determined from observed band strength (Fig. 14)
assumingTK = 125 K. Also shown are the two disk-resolved HST U
spectroscopic observations of the column density near the subsolar
(McGrath et al., 2000; Jessup et al., 2004), which agree remarkably we
with the densities inferred from the mid-IR data, and subsolar column d
ties estimated from Lyman-α images(Feldman et al., 2000). The uppermos
black line shows a piecewise-linear approximate fit to the 2001 longit
nal variations. The two lower black lines show this curve adjusted to
expected column density in 2002 and 2004, on the assumption that th
curve describes the 2001 data, and the atmosphere is supported b2
frost in equilibrium with sunlight, which cools as Io recedes from the S
Though anti-jovian column densities did drop by about the expected am

between 2001 and 2002, the expected column density drop is not seen a
other longitudes, or between 2002 and 2004. The green line shows an ap
proximate fit to the data from all three years.
176 (2005) 283–304
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5.4. Comparison with millimeter and Lyman-α data

Comparing our results with those obtained from the m
limeter data(Lellouch et al., 1992, 2003; Lellouch, 199
McGrath et al., 2004)is not straightforward given the differ
ent data characteristics. First, the mm data primarily sam
the leading and trailing sides, and do not easily provide
formation on the Jupiter-facing and anti-Jupiter hemisph
because of contamination by Jupiter radiation. Early ob
vations(Lellouch et al., 1992), analyzed assuming hydro
static equilibrium, indicated a dense 1.5–8.0 × 1017 cm−2,
very localized (covering 2.5–4% of the disk), and hot (50
600 K) atmosphere on Io’s trailing side. Further observati
in 1993 and 1994 indicated a somewhat cooler (250–40
and more extended (12–16%) atmosphere on the lea
side (Lellouch, 1996). Hemispherically-averaged column
are of order 1–2× 1016 cm−2. The need for such high tem
peratures and very localized atmospheres can be rel
by assuming that the line widths reflect velocity disp
sion in plumes, but the average columns remain roughly
same. In our preferred modified-latitude model for interp
ing the 19-µm data, the hemispherically-averaged colu
density is 6× 1016 cm−2 at CML = 90 (leading side) and
5 × 1016 cm−2 at CML = 270 (trailing side), a few time
higher than the above mm-derived number. This discrepa
could be simply due to temporal variability, or might for i
stance imply that the atmosphere is concentrated ove
spots, contrary to our assumption in modeling the mid
data that the atmospheric distribution is smooth. The
crepancy demonstrates the limits of our current ability
interpret the disparate UV, IR, and mm data.

High S/N millimeter observations acquired in 1999 ha
permitted searches for variations of the strong SO2 mm lines
over a significant fraction of Io’s orbit with an orbital lon
gitude resolution of 10◦–20◦. These indicate an increase
the line areas as central longitude increases from 45◦ to
135◦ W, and a decrease in line areas as longitude incre
from 240◦ to 340◦ W (see Fig 19.6 ofMcGrath et al., 2004).
Although the line area is not a direct indicator of the S2
abundance, this behavior is generally consistent with the
gitudinal variation indicated by our new infrared data, a
in particular our finding of a denser atmosphere on Io’s a
Jupiter hemisphere. In contrast, the atmospheric temper
remains extremely uncertain, as recent mm data from 2
indicate cooler temperatures than implied before, even i
terpreted with a static atmosphere model. The high-qu
1999 mm observations impliedTK = 400± 100 K on the
trailing side, while the 2002 observations implied a le
ing/trailing mean temperature of only 180± 60 K (Lellouch
et al., 2003; McGrath et al., 2004). Only the latter figure is
consistent with our requirement of aTK < 140 K. Possibly
the atmosphere has been cooler in the 2001–2004 peri
the infrared observations, and the latest mm data, tha
t
-

previous years. We also note that the millimeter data pro-
vide a lower limit of the bulk gas temperature, based on the
emission contrasts at Io of the strongest lines (20–40 K, de-
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pending on the year). Assuming a mm continuum brightn
temperature of 88 K(Altenhoff et al., 1988), this gives a
hard lower limit of 108–128 K. Although this does not see
to contradictTK < 140 K, this lower limit actually holds fo
a globally uniform atmosphere, a quite unlikely situation
discussed before. For an optically thick atmosphere cove
a ±30◦ latitude band, the temperature lower limit becom
121–154 K. Checking the consistency of the mid-IR d
with the mm data will require attempting fits of the latt
with the global atmospheric models developed in this pa

Another source of SO2 column abundance informatio
is the HST Lyman-α imaging, where subsolar gas abu
dance can be estimated from the brightness of the ce
of Io’s disk. Abundance estimates depend on assumpt
about Io’s equatorial albedo at 1216 Å, and the brig
ness of the interplanetary Ly-α background behind Io. Rea
sonable albedo assumptions yield abundances in the r
1.4–4.5× 1016 cm−2 for zero interplanetary background,
1.1–2.4×1016 cm−2 for a 300 Rayleigh background, for im
ages taken at central longitudes between 243◦and 53◦ W in
1997 and 1998(Feldman et al., 2000). These abundances a
comparable to or somewhat smaller than those derived
the mid-IR data at similar longitudes (Fig. 17). Jessup et al
(2004)noted that HST Lyman-α images taken over a rang
of longitudes and years qualitatively confirmed the existe
and stability of the longitudinal SO2 gas asymmetry tha
was inferred in that paper from 2000–2300 Å HST spec
and which is revealed in more detail by the 19-µm spe
reported here. More comprehensive and quantitative re
analysis of the full set of available HST Lyman-α images
(Feaga et al., 2004)adds more detail to the picture, and co
firms the presence of a strong maximum in SO2 abundance
on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere, correlated with the SO2 frost
distribution and stable over several years. However, su
lar column densities on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere der
by Feaga et al. from the Lyman-α images, derived on th
assumption of uniform surface albedo, are still about a
tor of two lower than those derived from the 19 µm a
2000–2300 Å spectroscopy. Possibly the Lyman-α derived
abundances are too low because of latitudinal variation
surface albedo or the assumption that the atmosphere i
mogeneous at sub-HST resolution(McGrath et al., 2004), or
our 19-µm-derived abundances are too high because of
centration of the atmosphere over hot spots, as previo
discussed.

5.5. Time variations?

The variation of 530.42-cm−1 band strength with longi
tude (Fig. 14) is remarkably stable over the two-year tim
span of our observations. Several previous data sets
the 1990s(Lellouch, 1996; Jessup et al., 2002; McGra
et al., 2004)have shown up to two-fold temporal var

ability in atmospheric column density, though quantitative
comparisons are often difficult due to uncertainties in in-
terpretation. Ignoring heliocentric distance effects discussed
tmosphere 299
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below, the stability seen in the recent IR data may
easiest to understand if the atmosphere seen at 19 µ
primarily supported by frost sublimation, because of
long-term stability of albedo patterns on Io(Geissler et
al., 1999b). Because Prometheus-type plumes have typ
lifetimes of several years(McEwen and Soderblom, 1983
Keszthelyi et al., 2001), the observed stability may also b
consistent with volcanic support, though there is con
erable variability in thermal infrared emission even fro
long-lived plume sources like Prometheus(Davies, 2003),
with likely corresponding variability in gas output. Unfort
nately we have only sporadic data on the longitudinal
tribution of volcanic or plume activity during the period
these observations. The last successful close-up Galileo
servations were in October 2001, and while a global m
of Io’s 3.5-µm thermal emission was obtained by Keck
December 2001, shortly after our first 19-µm observati
(LeMignant et al., 2002), this is of limited use because the
does not appear to be good correlation between therma
emission and plume activity. For instance, Loki is frequen
the brightest volcanic source of 3.5-µm radiation on Io
has not been a significant plume source during the Ga
era.

Only the anti-jovian hemisphere of Io shows eviden
for time variability of band strength, from 7.3% near lo
gitude 200◦ W in 2001 to 5.2% in 2002 (Fig. 13), corre-
sponding to a column density drop from∼1.8 × 1017 to
∼1.4 × 1017 cm−2 given the assumptions inFig. 17. One
possible explanation for the drop in band strength is the
crease in Io’s heliocentric distance from 2001 to 2002
the atmosphere was supported by vapor pressure eq
rium with sunlight, the density of the atmosphere sho
decrease as Io recedes from the Sun (Table 1) and the frost
temperature decreases.Fig. 17shows the expected change
column density for a sublimation-supported atmosphere
tween 2001, 2002, and 2004. While the 2001–2002 cha
on the anti-jovian hemisphere is consistent with sublima
support, there is no evidence for the expected further ch
from 2002–2004 (though limited longitude coverage in 20
makes comparison difficult), and no evidence for any cha
on the leading hemisphere, where longitude and temp
coverage is good.

5.6. Sublimation vs volcanic support of the SO2 atmosphere

We are still faced with conflicting evidence regarding
dominant process supporting Io’s atmosphere. Although
tive volcanism is presumably the ultimate source of all
SO2, the question of whether the immediate source of the
mospheric SO2 is dominated by volcanic vents or sublimin
frost is physically significant, especially in terms of ver
cal structure, lifetime, response to diurnal or eclipse va
tions in insolation, and radiative and photochemical prop

ties.

The apparent lack of diurnal variation in atmospheric
density inferred from the Lyman-α images is a natural con-
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Fig. 18. Diurnal variations in surface temperature for high thermal ine
SO2 frost, and corresponding equilibrium SO2 gas column density, show
ing how significant gas column density can be maintained from daw
dusk by sublimation of high thermal inertia frost when the effects of
creasing atmospheric path length near the dawn and dusk limb as see
Earth are included, calculating airmass using a simple 1/cos(i) rule which
is adequate for this purpose. The frost model has a substrate with th
inertia 2× 1016 erg cm−2 s−1/2 K−1, overlain by a 1.5 cm layer with ther
mal inertia 1.3× 105 erg cm−2 s−1/2 K−1. Albedo is 0.5, and emissivity i
1.0. Local time is defined to be zero at midnight, so a local time of 1o

corresponds to local noon.

sequence of the volcanic support model(Strobel and Wol-
ven, 2001). However, sublimation support by high therm
inertia frost could possibly also produce dawn-to-dusk
mospheric absorption, particularly when the effects of
creasing airmass near the limb, as seen from Earth, ar
cluded. For instance,Fig. 18 shows a model in which th
slant equatorial column density of a sublimation-suppo
SO2 atmosphere, as seen from Earth, is never less
60% of the subsolar value. The model frost surface
two-layer vertical structure, which reduces the strong mo
ing/afternoon temperature asymmetry seen in single-l
models. The substrate thermal inertia is comparable to
of solid water ice(Spencer et al., 1997), while the upper
layer thermal inertia is intermediate between solid ice
the 7× 104 erg cm−2 s−1/2 K−1 thermal inertia of Io’s aver
age surface(Rathbun et al., 2004). Effective thermal inertia

could be high due to grain sintering(Sandford and Allaman-
dola, 1993; Geissler et al., 2001b)and/or solid-state green-
house effects(Trafton et al., 1998).
176 (2005) 283–304
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The lack of correlation between inferred atmosphe
density and heliocentric distance, except perhaps betw
2001 and 2002 on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere (Fig. 17),
is difficult to explain if the atmosphere is supported
frost sublimation, and is thus an argument for volca
support. However, because the mid-IR observations ar
ased towards the atmosphere over low-temperature hot
(Fig. 6), it is possible that there are volcanically suppor
atmospheres over these hot spots but a more widesp
sublimation-supported atmosphere away from the hot sp
to which the mid-IR data are less sensitive. It’s also po
ble that high frost thermal inertia can reduce the amplit
of frost seasonal temperature variations, as may happe
Triton (Spencer and Moore, 1992), but further modeling is
needed to investigate this possibility.

2000–3000 Å disk-resolved spectroscopy of the
mosphere provides arguments for sublimation support
low latitudes near 160◦ W there is quantitative agreeme
between latitudinal variations in column density and sim
sublimation support models, apart from a relatively m
est enhancement at the Prometheus plume (Jessup et al.
2004 and Fig. 7) and enhancements at mid-latitudes t
may be due to hydrodynamic spreading of the atmosp
away from the subsolar point(Wong and Johnson, 1996
Wong and Smyth, 2000; Austin and Goldstein, 2000). The
smooth variation in abundance with latitude seen by Je
et al. is difficult to reconcile with volcanic support becau
volcanic atmospheres are expected to drop off rapidly
100-km length scales, away from volcanic sources(Zhang
et al., 2003).

There is evidence for sublimation support on the op
site, Jupiter-facing side of Io, provided by the observat
that neutral atomic emissions from Io decrease significa
in Jupiter eclipse(Clarke et al., 1994; Retherford, 200
Geissler et al., 2004). Saur and Strobel (2004)infer from
the eclipse-related changes that about 90% of the day
atmosphere is sublimation supported, and while this num
is model-dependent, it is difficult to reconcile a purely v
canic atmosphere with the eclipse-induced changes in
atomic emissions.

The correlation between the longitudinal distribution
optically thick, NUV-bright SO2 frost and SO2 gas does
not unambiguously point to volcanic or sublimation cont
of the atmosphere. This correlation could be due to s
port of the atmosphere by sublimation of the NUV-brig
frost, or the development of NUV-bright frost patches by
mospheric condensation at longitudes where a volcanic
supported atmosphere is densest.

The longitudes with lower atmospheric density a
less SO2 frost are also the longitudes with the fewe
Prometheus-type plumes(McEwen and Soderblom, 1983,
but this could be because Prometheus-type plumes ap

to form from interaction of lava flows with surface frost
(Milazzo et al., 2001), and there is simply less frost for lava
flows to interact with in these regions.
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6. Summary

Mid-infrared spectroscopy of theν2 SO2 band provides
a new window on Io’s atmosphere. While the spectra su
some ambiguity in interpretation (due to the strong dep
dence of line strength on surface and atmospheric temp
tures), they provide better longitudinal and temporal mo
toring than most previous techniques. Dramatic variation
line strength with longitude are seen that are stable ove
least a 2-year period, with the strongest bands being fo
on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. The most plausible in
pretation of band strength in terms of SO2 column density
suggests that the atmosphere is about ten times dens
the anti-Jupiter side, than near longitude 300◦ W, as also
suggested by HST observations. The atmospheric dist
tion follows the longitudinal distribution of bright, opticall
thick, SO2 frost.

Combining the HST constraints on latitudinal distrib
tion (using our preferred “modified latitude” model whic
best fits the most recent HST observations(Jessup et al.
2004)), and the combined HST/IR constraints on longitu
nal distribution, we can produce a first-order global map
daytime atmospheric column density (Fig. 19). This model
fits all the HST disk-resolved spectroscopic observation
atmospheric density to within a factor of two or better. Wh
this map is undoubtedly crude (for instance, the shar
bounded plateau in abundance at mid-latitudes assume
the modified-latitude model is undoubtedly unrealistic)
provides a model against which additional data sets ca
compared in order to improve the model further.Fig. 19
suggests that while the gradient in SO2 abundance from
1.5×1016 cm−2 at Ra (7◦ S, 318◦ W) to 3.2×1016 cm−2 at
Pele (18◦ S, 257◦ W) seen byMcGrath et al. (2000)could be
due to outgassing at Pele, the gradient could also be pa
a regional increase in atmospheric density with decrea
longitude on this side of Io, unrelated to activity at Pele

Fig. 19. A crude empirical global model for the distribution of Io’s da
side atmosphere, in units of 1016 cm−2 vertical column abundance of SO2,
derived by combining the longitudinal variation in equatorial abundance
ferred from the 19-µm data (green line,Fig. 17) and the modified-latitude
model of the latitudinal variation (Fig. 17). Solid diamonds show observa

tions of the column abundance derived from 2000–3000 Å disk-resolved
HST spectroscopy, fromMcGrath et al. (2000)(longitudes 260◦–320◦ W)
andJessup et al. (2004)(longitudes 120◦–220◦ W).
tmosphere 301
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self which may or may not have been active during the 1
observations.

The observed maximum mid-IR line strengths seem to
quire atmospheric kinetic temperatures colder than 150
which is lower than theoretical expectations and at le
some HST and millimeter spectroscopic determination
kinetic temperature.
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Appendix A. Spectral line parameters of sulfur dioxide
in the 19-µm spectral region

In the 19-µm spectral region the main absorbing S2
band is the coldν2 band but, given the lower value of th
vibrational energy of the (010) state (∼517.9 cm−1) the
associated hot bands 2ν2–ν2 and 3ν2–2ν2 exhibit non neg-
ligible absorptions and are also easily observable at r
temperatures or below. The available HITRAN data da
back to one of the first releases of the database(Rothman et
al., 1987)and concerns only theν2 band. More recent high
resolution studies dealing with the 19-µm SO2 absorptions
have been performed leading to much more precise line
sitions(Coudert et al., 1987; Flaud et al., 1993). A series of
low resolution band intensity measurements have been
formed (seePugh and Narahari Rao (1976)andSmith et al.
(1992)for a compilation of results) as well as a study of
dividual line intensities(Sumpf, 1999).

A.1. Line position

Sumpf (1999)noted that “the calculation of the SO2 spec-
trum based on the HITRAN database shows a remark
different pattern without any similarity with the observ
spectrum” preventing any reliable assignment. In the

µm region we found the HITRAN line positions to differ
from those observed on Io by about 0.12 cm−1. However, a
good agreement is observed when using recent data(Flaud
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Table 2
Summary of the band intensity calculations for32SO2

Band assignment Total band intensitya Maximum line intensitya Number of lines

ν2 0.392×10−17 0.721×10−20 5914
2ν2–ν2 0.610×10−18 0.116×10−20 3727
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a The intensities are given at 296 K in cm−1/(molecule cm−2).

et al., 1993). The authors calculated the new line positio
using a Hamiltonian model which accounts for the vario
ro-vibrational resonances which affect the energy levels
a consequence we can estimate the accuracy on the ne
positions to be about 10−3 cm−1 or better.

A.2. Line intensities

The average of the measured integrated band inte
ties (Pugh and Narahari Rao, 1976; Smith et al., 19
corresponds to an intensity of 0.392± 0.06010−17 cm−1/

(moleculecm−2) for theν2 band of32S16O2 and this value is
not very different from the value used in the HITRAN da
base. However it should be noted that the average valu
the ratio of the individual line intensities measured bySumpf
(1999), (Smeas/SHITRAN) is 0.61± 0.10, showing a clear in
consistency. We have no explanation for such a discrep
but, given the rather large number of low resolution m
surements, we decided to scale our calculation to the b
intensity they provided.

The intensitykν̃ of an individual line can be written as:

kν̃ = 8π3ν̃/
(
4πε03hcZ(T )

)
g
(
1− exp(−hcν̃/kT )

)

× exp(−hcEA/kT )RB
A

(Flaud et al., 1981; Camy-Peyret and Flaud, 1985), where
A and B are, respectively, the lower and upper levels
the transition,g is the nuclear statistical weight,ν̃ = (EB −
EA)/hc is the wavenumber of the transition andZ(T ) is the
total partition function.

Finally, RA
B is the square of the matrix element of t

transformed dipole moment operatorµ′
Z (Flaud et al., 1981

Camy-Peyret and Flaud, 1985):

RA
B = ∣

∣〈ν′,J′K′
aK′

c|µ′
Z|ν′′,J′′K′′

aK′′
c 〉

∣
∣.

The calculation of the matrix elements ofµ′
Z is exten-

sively described inFlaud et al. (1981)andCamy-Peyret and
Flaud (1985)and it is only necessary here to stress that
used the wavefunctions derived from the energy level
culations to calculate the matrix elements. In this way
takes into account the effect of the resonances on the
intensities.Table 2summarizes the results.
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